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Tired of being beaten up by heroes day after day. Monsters decide to fight for their freedom!

Monster X Monster is a Rogue-like RPG Card game.
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It could use a bit more english and explanation TBH. I'm of course comparing this to Darkest dungeon and also Deep Sky
Derelicts (can't compare it to "Slay the spire" as I never played it) and they both had a bit of terminology going that didn't make
much sense but you got the info needed quite easily. This game relies on your knowledge of how Darkest dungeon handled the
term "weakened" to get what effect it has in this game as it's quite bad at explaining a lot of things. I don't get what "Taunt" does
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in this game, the description is: "Gain 8 blocks Gain 3 forward" I couldn't play it even if I tried with the fourth bloke in the
queue, which could make sense as he'd be tanking at the front, what use it'd have on anyone else outside of "rear bloke" I don't
get as the ones in front won't even let you try to use the card. Final verdict after playing for "no time at all", only beating one of
the heroes is: If you're going to play it as an english speaker/reader, wait and see how things go, it is in my opinion not worth
buying but it's not really worth refunding if you already bought it either.
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